
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Program Program Objectives Program Specific Objectives 
B.Sc, Zoology Inspiring the students 

to pursue higher 
studies in the field of 

Zoology that will 
provide a foundation 

for their future 
research work and 

other advancement 
in most specific 

biological subjects 

SEM I 

Core T1 : Non- Chordates I 
Classical Zoology is one of the most important pioneers in zoological science. This area mainly explores the animal world 
to the students, specially the invertebrate world along with their evolutionary significance. The theoretical knowledge is 
supported by practical classes in which they get the chance to observe some of the invertebrates which helps them to 
understand the interrelationship among different group of organisms. 
 
Core T2 : Perspectives in ecology 
The basics of ecology are all about to understand the interaction of living and non-living components in respect to their 
environment. This part also includes various branches of ecology which open a vast area of the ecological science that 
help them broaden their knowledge. In this portion they also get the chance to explore the mother nature as they go to 
the field as a part of their practical study, to expose the theory world further. 

SEM II 

Core T3 : Non-chordates II 
It is impossible to know the whole invertebrate world in only one semester and as they are very much keen to know them 
properly, this portion mainly covers the rest along with the practical classes that includes the dissection of various organs 
of animals. 
 
Core T4 : Cell Biology 
This portion covers one of the fascinating portions in zoology as it mainly allows the students to know the fundamentals of 
cell biology along with cell signaling, cell division. In practical classes they get the chance of knowing the stages of cell 
cycle, as well as have the scope of preparations of slides. 
 

SEM III 
 

Core T5 : Diversity of Chordata 
As this world is made up of not only non-chordates, students will also know about another portion of classification, the 
chordates. They also explore the distribution of animals in the different regions of this globe in light of zoogeographical 
realms. In practical, they identify the species that they go through the theory. 



 
Core T6 : Animal Physiology : Controlling and coordinating systems 
In this field students will know about the different biological process, how they work, and their system of function. They 
also will know about the physiological parameters such as blood pH, homeostasis, organ systems etc in relation to the 
daily life. In practical classes they get the chance of engaging themselves in the preparation of some histological tissues in 
light of microtomy. 
 
Core T7 :  Fundamentals of Biochemistry 
It is the study of chemical reaction that takes place inside organisms. It deals with the structures, functions, interactions of 
biological macromolecules such as carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and lipids that provides the structures of cells 
and perform many of the function associated with life. 
They will also gather knowledge about the protein estimation by different method, preparation of different experimental 
solution etc. 
 
SEC 1 : Aquarium Fish Keeping 
This course enables the students to increase their knowledge in some applicable ways by enhancing their skills other than 
typical theoretical papers.  
In this semester students will deal with the fundamentals of aquarium fish keeping, handling the aquarium as well as the 
importance of the ornamental fishes in trading and marketing. 
 

SEM IV 

 
Core T8 : Comparative anatomy of Vertebrates 
This is all about the comparison of anatomical structures of vertebrates on the basis of similarities and differences. 
Students will know about the common descents, different organ systems in light of evolution. It builds the concepts of 
living structures that are important in determining and establishing classification of organisms. 
In practical they broaden their knowledge by observing different scales, skeleton, skull and also the get the chance of 
dissection for further studies. 
 
Core T9 : Animal Physiology : Life sustaining systems 
This field confers the idea of study of physiology that deals how living organisms function, from cell to system, conferring 
adaptation to environmental habitat. Students will know the different process of hemopoiesis , the renal physiology, 
biology of heart and its functions, body’s role in maintaining the homeostasis. 
They also get the chance of knowing the components of human blood more efficiently as well as the recording of blood 
pressure. 

 
 
 



Core T10 : Immunology 
The topic deals with the study of the immune systems of human, the cells that are related to it, their particular 
generation, and activation process. They will also know about the defensive strategies, like the production of antibodies 
and other processes. Moreover, they come to know how their body protect themselves from different diseases by using 
vaccines. 
In practical they expose to various immunological tissue and organ experiments. 
 
SEC 2 : Sericulture 
In this skill enhancing course students will get the opportunity to know the culture of silk, sericulture which leads them to 
understand the culture process, different species of silkworm, their predators, diseases. Moreover they will acquire the 
significance of silk marketing in Indian economy. 

 

SEM V 

 
Core T11 : Molecular Biology 
As this field is particularly important to the nucleic acids at the level of molecules which make them up, students will be 
able to understand living things by examining the components and how they interact with populations. 
As this field is incomplete without any practical, so students will get the observation of chromosomes demonstration, Gel 
Electrophoresis as well as use of spectrophotometer. 
 
Core T12 : Principles of Genetics  
This area confers the idea about genes along with the concept of heredity, variation in living organisms. Students will also 
know the mutations and its effects, availability of sequence information and genomic analysis together with techniques of 
gene replacements and their expression patterns. In the practical portion they get the chance of solving some 
mathematical problems based on Chi-square, linkage, mapping, and pedigree analysis etc. 

 

SEM VI 

Core T13 : Developmental Biology 
This have the basic outline of the events that do happen in daily life like gametogenesis, the development phases, 
Fertilization, the late and post embryonic development and some implications of teratogenic agents in human life. It also 
delivers the ideas of different types of placenta, stem cells and brief idea about IVF & ET. In practical classes they get the 
concern about the different developmental stages of chick and Drosophila etc. 
 
Core T14 : Evolutionary Biology 
This part gives the idea of life, how it starts, and its evolution in this earth. Students will know about the Species diversity 
starting from single common ancestor, and how the organisms transform from simple to complex by several processes. In 
practical they will know about different ancient fossils, homology and analogy in addition with Hardy-Weinberg law. 

 



  PART I 

  Theory 
In the first year the students get to know about the animal diversity. This is useful for them because it gives them the idea 
about the different types of species living in this world. It also helps them to differentiate between non-chordates and 
chordates based on their peculiarities. 
In first year the syllabus has two papers. The papers are about animal diversity. 
 
Paper-I  
Unit : Classification 
This unit comprises about the classification of the non-chordates starting from protozoa to echinoderms. This is important 
because it allows the students to identify, group, and properly naming the organisms via a standardized systems. It also 
helps them to compare and study the evolution of organisms according to their hierarchy. 
It has also the part that have the featured the features of some special animal regarding classification.  
 
Unit : Functional Anatomy 
This part concludes the anatomical portion of the animal regarding to their function. Students will be able to know about 
the structural features, morphological studies, sense organs, feeding mechanisms, locomotory structures as well as 
excretory organs.   
 
Unit : Specialised Features 
This part emphasizes on some specialized features on different classes of animals. The students get to know about the 
coral systems, their formation in respect to the Indian context. They will also come to know about reproduction in 
Paramoecium, canal systems in porifera, and mostly the transformation of insect, the metamorphosis and so on.  
 
Paper-II  
Unit : Classification 
This unit comprises about the classification of the chordates. It also helps the students to know about the salient features 
and anatomical peculiarities, affinities of chordate organisms. 
 
Unit : Functional Anatomy 
This portion shares the ideas about anatomical studies of the animals relation to their functions in different classes. The 
students will also know about the comparative mechanisms of hearts and circulation through it, as well as the rumination 
process, dentition, integuments and the evolution of kidneys. 
 
Unit : Specialised Features 
In this portion students are enlighten about specialized features of different classes of chordates. They also gather 
information about the poison apparatus and biting mechanisms of snakes, metamorphosis as well as migration of birds, 



echolocation process etc. 
 

Practical 
This portion is all about the practical work. Practical work is a key factor in engaging, enthusing and inspiring the students 
by experiment and observation and to facilitate deep knowledge about the subject.  
 
Paper-III 
This paper comprises the practical work mainly on non-chordates. The students will be able to know the animals through 
major and minor dissections, particular preparations and mounting of special structures. This also includes the 
identification of several non-chordates with reasons and helps them to prepare the lab workbook. 
 
Paper-IV 
This area covers the practical study on chordates through dissections (major & minor), preparation/staining and 
mounting, identification of chordate organisms of different species related to their theoretical paper. They will also know 
about skeletal system of organisms. 

  PART II 

  Theory 
Paper-V 
Unit : Cell Biology 
The area deciphers the knowledge about the cell, the basic unit of life. It concerns the students with the physiological 
properties, structures, functions of cells and also the structures of chromosome in light of nucleosome concept. The 
students also get to know about the pathways how the cell divides, and its regulation based on the cell cycle events. 
 
Unit : Biochemistry 
It is the study of chemical reaction that takes place inside organisms. It deals with the structures, functions, interactions of 
biological macromolecules such as carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and lipids that provides the structures of cells 
and perform many of the function associated with life. 
 
Unit : Systematics 
The portion gives the light on study of biological diversity and the relationships among organisms. The students will be 
able to know about systematics, taxonomy, classification which is meant for characterizing the organisms and their 
zoological nomenclature. Students are also enlighten with the concept of Species in relation with their speciation events. 
 
Paper-VI 
Unit : Ecology 
This deals about the interaction of living and non-living components in respect to their environment. Students will know 
these complex interactions lead different selective pressures on organisms. They will get the idea of population, 
community, and their relation, succession. They will also get the information on pollutants, xenobiotics, their way of 

 



intrusion through different trophic levels, green house effects, EIA etc. 
 
Unit : Biodiversity & Conservation 
It confers the idea about the knowledge of diversity of different organisms, their habitats and their conservation, the 
practice of protecting and preserving the varieties of species in light of the different wild life protection act.  
 
Paper-VII 
Unit : Adaptation & Zoogeography 
This area of science focuses on the distribution of animals in the different regions of this globe in light of zoogeographical 
realms. Students will know the dynamic process that fits the organisms into their environment, the adaptation. They will 
also get to know about coloration and mimicry as well as geographical time scale. 
 
Unit : Evolution 
In this field students will be able to understand the concept of Evolution, the change in heritable traits of biological 
population over successive generations. They will be very much keen to know about our origin of life with successive 
evidences related with it, as well as Genetic drift, H.W. Equilibrium etc. 
 
Unit : Biological tools and techniques 
This area deals with the application of various biophysical tools and their techniques. Students also get to know about 
principals of different anatomical instruments related with their uses like microscope, gel electrophoresis etc. 
 
Paper-VIII 
This area deals with practical portion. During the classes they have shown inclination toward the quantitative estimation 
of O2, CO2, camera lucida that will lead them into successful pathway of glass goods handling. They also deal with different 
statistical methods and analysis of data collection, Biometry. 

 
  PART III 

  Paper-IX 
Unit : Microbiology 
As this area deals with mainly the microorganisms, the students will be able to get the ideas about life cycle, types, their 
culture methods, organization. Students will also know about the microorganisms both (harmful/beneficiary) of which are 
related to the human kinds. 
 
Unit : Parasitology 
As in this world each and every organisms are dependent on each other in some way, students will come to know about 
the different types of animal association such as Symbiosis, Parasitism etc. They also know about the life cycle of different 
parasites in their respective along with zoonosis. 
 

 



Unit : Immunology 
The topic deals with the study of the immune systems of human, the cells that are related to it, their particular 
generation, and activation process. They will also know about the defensive strategies, like the production of antibodies 
and other processes. Moreover, they come to know how their body protect themselves from different diseases by using 
vaccines. 
 
Paper-X 
Unit : Genetics 
Genetics deals with the study of genes. As a result, students come to get the ideas about Mendelism, Linkage and 
recombination, Inheritance of genes, their mapping strategies etc. Students will also get to know the sex determination 
process in us as well as in Drosophila. 
 
Unit : Molecular Biology 
Students will be able to know the DNA, molecules that carry the inheritance, their replication, expression, translation at 
molecular level as this part deals with the study of living things at level of molecules. They get the concept of mutation, 
genetic code etc. They will also be aware about cancer, the most deadliest disease in the world. 
 
 
Unit : Bio-Technology & Applications 
This field confers the modern idea about applications of various modified techniques in biology related to gene cloning. 
They also know the forensic biology as part of their syllabus as they go through the DNA fingerprinting, ELISA etc. 
 
Paper-XI 
Unit : Developmental Biology 
This branch of science includes the idea of developmental process of an individual through fertilization to an adult one. 
This also have the basic outline of the events that do happen in daily life like gametogenesis. The students also know 
about the process of different morphogenetic movements that is associated in early phases of embryonic development as 
well as gastrulation in chick and frog. It also delivers the ideas of different types of placenta, stem cells and brief idea 
about IVF & ET. 
 
Unit : Cellular Physiology 
The part plays with the idea of activities and functions that take place in a cell to keep it alive like glycolysis, EMP pathway, 
HMP shunt etc. Students will also know about the oxidation process of fatty acids, metabolism of amino acids, 
deamination process as well as urea cycle. 
 
Paper-XII 
Unit : Histology 
This portion mainly deals with the microanatomy portion of cells and tissues by using the knowledge which students 



gather from the classes about fixatives, dyes etc. They also know about the some special cells in relation with insect. 
 
Unit : Endocrinology 
The field confers the idea about the medical aspect of different endocrine cells as well as cell to cell interaction process, 
their function. Students also know about the regulation process of hormone in special reference to carbohydrate and 
calcium metabolism in relation to their abnormal secretory effects. 
 
Unit : Animal Physiology 
In this field students will know about the different biological process, how they work, their system of function. They also 
will know about the physiological parameters such as blood pH, homeostasis, organ systems etc in relation to the daily 
life. 
 
Paper-XIII 
Unit : Applied Zoology 
In this area students will decipher their idea about aquaculture, sericulture, Animal husbandry, lac culture, pest control, 
IPM to the more practical fields which they will gather from the classes as this gives an insight about the human as well as 
the life of animals in this present world of continuing challenges. 
 
Unit : Animal Behavior 
This field of biology mainly deals with the behavior of animals in respect to their environment as this will link them not 
only to their nervous system but also with their environmental aspect to their own world as well as to humans. Students 
will also know about the process of parental care especially in fish, in addition with the investment, their effect and cost. 
 
Paper-XIV, XV, XVI 
This paper covers the practical portion of the theory field that the students gather in the classes. They will also engage 
themselves by preparing the tissue sections of different mammalian tissues like pancreas, liver, testis, ovary etc. This time 
they will also co-engage themselves with the nature as they explore it by making it possible through the field. They will 
also gather knowledge about the protein estimation by different methods, Gram staining of bacteria, Blood group 
determination etc. Students will also get the idea about different cell cycle stages by doing meiosis from grasshopper, 
pedigree in relation to different diseases. They will also know about pest population that is both harmful and beneficial to 
the mankind as well as different types of fishes as they have aquaculture as a part of their syllabus. 

 
 


